
Man without God can only judge by results,
by achievements. Did you win or did you lose?
Did you show a profit or a deficit? God alone
can judge us on the basis of what we are, not
just on what we have done.

God not only forgives our failures; He sees
successes where no one else does, not even

ourselves. Only God can give us credit for
angry words we did not speak, temptations
we resisted, patience and gentleness little
noticed and long forgotten by those around
us. Such good deeds are never wasted and
not forgotten, becauseGod gives us a measure
of eternity.
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Forgiveness
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.When you forgive, you in no way change
the past ... but you sure do change the
future.

•Be not angry that you cannot make others as you wish
them to be ...since you cannot make yourself as you
wish to be. _Thomas aKempis

That old l.\w about "an eye for an eye" leaves everybody blind.
—Marttn Luthtrr King, fr..S/nJe Towuni Freedom (Harper ^ Row)
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It isa mysterious and sublime
idea inmanyways.The preva
lent style in the world runs
moreto the high-plains drifter,
to the hard, cold eye ot the
avenger, to a numb remorse-
lessness. Forgiveness does
not look much like a tool tor
survival in a bad world. But
that iswhat it is./Lance Morrow
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Forgive and Forgot?
The psycholopical case for
forgiveness is overwhelm
ingly persuasive. Not to for
give Is to be Imprisoned by the
past, by old grievances that
do not permit life to proceed
with new business. Not to for
give is to yield oneself to
another's control. Itone does
not forgive, then one is con
trolled by theother's initiatives
and is locked into a sequence
ot act and response, of out
rage and revenge, tit tor tat,
escalating always. The pres
ent Isendlessly ovenwhelmed
and devoured by the past.
Forgiveness frees thetorgiver.
It extracts the torgiver from
someone else's nightmare.
"Unless there is a breach with
the evil past," says Donald
Shriver [president of New
York City's Union Theologi
cal Seminary], "all we get is
this stuttering repetition ot
evil."
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